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Author’s response to reviews:

The role of funding body is added, and the individual contributions of all authors are specified as below.

Funding: The study is funded by the NSW Health Translational Research Grant Scheme (Round II #116). The funding body was not directly involved with the conception and development of the project. The funding body reviewed and approved the design of the study and the method of data collection and analysis. The funding body has no role in the design of the study, collection, analysis or interpretation of data, and in writing the manuscript.

Author Contributions: SJ and TB conceived the study. PC, SJ, SO, TB, PS, SC & MD obtained the funding. PC and SJ are the chief investigators. SJ and HF prepared the study protocol. SJ and
RD wrote the first draft of the paper. PC, TB, SO, SC and PS revised the manuscript for relevant scientific content. MD specifically revised the statistical analyses and power calculation sections of the paper. SJ overseas the day-to-day running of the study. All authors approved the final version of the manuscript.